
1) The people who joined Korach's rebellion were Datan and
Aviram, On Ben Pelet, and 250 people, mostly from the tribe of
Reuven. Why did they become allies to Korach?
2) Why is Yaakov's name not mentioned in Korach's genealogy?
3) Why did Moshe fall on his face when he heard Korach's
complaint?
4) Korach was a wise man and among those who carried the Ark.
How could he have acted so foolishly?
5) What test did Moshe set up to prove who was right?
6) When was the stick of Aharon created and what happened to it?
Where is it now?
7) In this parsha, the earth opened its mouth and swallowed
Korach and his followers (16:32). Where does the Torah refer to 
the land spitting people out?
8) What was wrong with Korach's argument?
9) Why are the 24 gifts for the kohanim taught in this week's
Parsha? 
10) What is a Pidyon Haben?
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Bracha On Seeing The President
(Chabad.org)

 

In addition to the blessings said before eating and drinking,
etc., the Talmud lists blessings to be said upon witnessing
various phenomena or events. One such blessing is made
upon seeing a king: Blessed are You, L‑rd our G‑d, King of
the universe, Who has given from His glory to flesh and
blood. Unlike the blessings over food, this blessing isn’t

about the satisfaction or benefit we may experience from
seeing the king and his entourage; it’s an opportunity to

extoll G‑d’s glory and praise. Thus, according to many, even
a blind person recites the blessing if he is aware of the
king’s presence. Neither is this blessing a form of paying
homage to the king. Thus, one would recite this blessing
even if the king were an evil tyrant. Now, what exactly
constitutes a “king”? Rabbi Dovid ibn Zimra, the Radbaz

(1479-1589), explains that in this context, it is one who has
the power to sentence people to death (or pardon them)
without needing the approval from anyone else. Others,
however, - pointing to the text of the blessing, “Who has
given from His glory . . . ,” - are of the opinion that the key
factor is the great honor and deference shown to the ruler.
Presidents of the United States do not have the power to
execute at whim, and can technically be removed from

office, leading some to conclude that one should not recite
the blessing upon seeing them. Most authorities, however,
point out that they do have the power to declare war...

More importantly, they have the broad power to pardon or
grant clemency for capital punishments. They therefore rule
that the blessing should be said upon seeing the president.

Mishlei 22:6
 

ּנָה ֽ א יָס֥וּר ִמּמֶ ֹֽ ֽי יְַ֝זִק֗ין ל ֣י ַדְרּכֹ֑ו ּגַ֥ם ּכִ ּנַַער ַעל ּפִ ֲחנְֹ֣ך ַל֭
 

Teach a child according to his way; 
when he grows old, he won't turn away from it.
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Tammuz 6
(Aish.com)

 
On July 4, 1976, as America was celebrating its bicentennial, Israeli

commandos performed a spectacular raid to rescue 100 Jews held hostage
at Entebbe airport in Uganda. One week earlier, an Air France flight was

hijacked by Palestinian terrorists, who landed the plane in Uganda with the
support of dictator Idi Amin. The terrorists threatened to kill the Jewish
hostages if the Israeli government did not release convicted Palestinian

terrorists. (Amazingly, the flight crew all voluntarily chose to stay with the
Jewish captives rather than be released; upon their return to Paris, they
were reprimanded by Air France executives and temporarily suspended

from duty.) The government of Israel refused to negotiate with the
terrorists, and quickly planned a rescue mission. Conveniently, Israel had
the blueprints for the building in which the hostages were held -- it was
built by an Israeli construction firm. Two hundred Israeli soldiers were

flown to Entebbe; they brought along a black Mercedes disguised to look
like Idi Amin's personal car. The raid took a total of 58 minutes, in which all

the terrorists were killed, and all but three of the hostages were safely
rescued. The raid, dubbed Operation Thunderbolt, was subsequently

renamed Operation Yonatan -- after Col. Yonatan Netanyahu (brother of
Israeli Prime Minister Bibi Netanyahu), the leader of the raid, and the only

Israeli soldier killed.

Hanoten Layaeif Koach
(outorah.org)

 
The commentators note that this blessing appears out of
sequence. Firstly, the previous two brachot are directly

related to the people of Israel - Ozer Yisroel Bigvurah and
Otair Yisrael Bitifarah - and this one seems applicable to
all peoples. Secondly, after describing in great detail the
strengths and gifts that have been restored to us from
our eyesight to our shoes why do we now mention the

morning fatigue we have already overcome? The
Avudraham writes that Hanoten Layaeif Koach is indeed
related to the previous blessings and is thereby directly

linked to the Jewish people. He explains that all three
blessings address our age old struggle of persecution in

the exile. Our current struggle in Israel is a painful
reminder of our bloody history of unstable relationships
with our host nations throughout the centuries. Jewish

blood has stained too many streets in too many cities for
too long! At times this is quite difficult to deal with. It is
natural to become despondent and less confident in our

role as a "light unto the nations." These three brachot
address our feelings of insecurity and hopelessness.
Despite how bleak our situation may ever look, G-d

protects us with his Gevurah-strength and his Tifarah-
splendor. No matter how severe the set of

circumstances, and how tired we become, we trust in
Hashem to give us the strength to survive and one day

thrive. He is the Notain Layaeif Koach- Giver of strength
to the tired and broken hearted.

1) Rashi, 16:1 - Reuven and Kehat, Korach's ancestor, were on the
Southern side of the Mishkan. From here we learn woe to bad
neighbors. Additionally, Reuven as the firstborn was meant to
serve in the Mishkan. This was taken away and given to the
Kohanim. This is why they sided with Korach in his attack on who
should act as Kohanim.
2) Rashi 16:1 - Yaakov had davened that his name should not be
associated with this future rebellion of Korach (Breishit 49:6).
3) Rashi 16:4 - This was the 4th time the People sinned (Eigel,
Mitoninim, Meraglim). Moshe felt he could not defend them again.
4) Midrash Rabbah 18:2 - He erred because he saw that among his
offspring would be the prophet Shmuel; therefore, he was sure
that he would triumph over Moshe and Aharon.
5) Each of the 250 followers of Korach, along with Aaron, would
take censers and put them in fire with incense, and Hashem would
give signs as to who was right and who was sinning.
6) Pesachim 54a - This stick was one of the things created Erev
Shabbat Bein Hashmashot. Yoma 52b - It was hidden away with the
Aron before the churban.
7) In Parshat Acharei Mot and Kedoshim, the Torah warns that if
the Jews do not behave properly in the land of Canaan, the land
will spit them out (VaYikra 18:28, 20:22).
8) Pirkei Avot (5:17) - He was not arguing for the sake of Heaven,
but for his own motives. It was a Machloket Shelo L'Sheim
Shamayim.
9) Rashi 18:8 - Since Korach claimed the kehuna, the Torah
emphasizes Aharon's and his descendants' rights to kehuna by
recording the gifts given to them.
10) A father gives money to a Kohein instead of giving his firstborn
son to Hashem.

Korach - קרח
(jewishwebsite.com)

 

It is interesting to point out that the name
Korach wasn’t a Hebrew name (it's the name of

one of Eisav’s sons). The name Korach is an
acronym to very bad “Midot”, characteristic

traits that make up this name. 
Korach stands for: 

 

Kuf – “קנאי “ק – Jealousy
He was consumed with jealousy

 

Reish – “רתחן “ר – Angry
He would always become enraged

 

Chaf – “חמדן – “ח – Greedy
He had excessive desire to have it all


